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THE

Vote in F1avor of
Separation
Editorial on page 4

Sernard M. Baruch School of Business & Public Administration
\\fol. LXX - No. 9

Last Thursday 150 students ma)!:e the r�erendum, which; is
marched into the lobby of the meant to be adv.isory, binding.
· Sheldon "sack, stl,ldent. governadm.im_·stration of the U. ·ptown ment presid,;mt, denied tl\;i,t the,s.i!.=_
eampus and started a sit-in. in was hacked by cqnv:!]-Q..nist comA week ago the Student. Council ponents.. The sit-in was staged
threa:tened to begin a demonstra- 'because "it is the onh: way to cpntion if President Gallagher refused vince the admi nistration that stuto meet its demands. The Council dents must be allowed to particasks for the formation of a stu- ipate in the plann ing of the cur�
aen'.t-faculty administration com- riculum and policies of the school."
mittee with decision making
Prolo11ged Sitting Up
iPOWers. It also wants a referendum
The sit-in started shortly after
to determine whether the college
s1\.ouid compute grades for draft noon and continued until the riext
morning. According to the New
status.
'IDuring a meeting with the stu- Y 01:k Times, the demonstrators
dent leaders, President Gallagh.er dwindled · to about 30 students in
made clear that he "will not be a few hours, after breaking up into
ihuHiied.'' He explained that a joint small discussion groups. A small
committee could not assume the group later decided to continue the
se1>arate prerogatives of the Board sit-in until this morning.
By 11 p.m. the group had grown
of if.Iigher· Education, ,the f.aculty
and the ·students, and "no amount to 40 students, most of them boys.
of pressure'' could make him yield. Some read newspapers, some
ll'he president also stated that studied, some listened to rock 'n'
the use of grades was an academic roll music on small radios. Others
matter, and ·he had no right to played dominoes or sang songs to
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a guitar accompaniment. A few
got into hot. debates with students
passing through the lobby.
The demonstrators in the. hot,
smoke-�illed lobby carried sigl)s
reading: "Let the students decide,"
"Government by the governed" and
"Buell spe'a)!:s for the· government,
not the students." One student,
w.earing a green beret, carried a
sign saying: "Stop Communist aggress on at C CN .'
Siomei .m ·1 n 0r VI�ol'at1·ons of the
college regulations were committed,
the·,administration said, but it de
cided not to take action ·in order
to avoid an incident.
"If they succeed in provoking
some physical incident, then they
might rally many more to their
cause," Dr. Galla'gher said. "We
can go forever. It's aquestion of
how l'ong they can go on."
Karen Ludmerer
Sharon Lucie11
At 2 :30 a.m., 30 students were
still sitting-in.
Free tickets for the contest and her second year she began to take
Among students at the sit-in dance are presently available in advantage of school activities and
were Eugene Schwartz and Mat- the Student Center lobby. A bur- now "I feel like I am part of the
(Continued on rage 5)
sar's card must be presented when
(Continued on Page 3)
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Five Alumni to Receive
Townsend Harris Medals

Need For Teacher Evaluation
Discussed At Ed. Conference

for the American Arbitration As
NEW ORLEANS (CPS) - views on the purposes of colleges ing as tlie Mojave desert to a clutch
sociation.
Mr. Schulman, a member of the Despite general agreement tea ching and numerous suggestions of Druid p1iests."
Arrowsmith also s hocked the
law firm of Schulman and Stern, that overemphasis on research that educational goals be defined
before teaching can be evaluated group by caj.ling for tlie complete
has lectw·ed widely on copyright
separatio n of teaching from re
law and given seminars at New has led to a neglect of under meaningfully.'
Commissioner
Education search, because "the scholar has
of
York University, Harvard Univer graduate teaching, partici
sity, Yale University, Cornell Law pants at the American Coun Harold_Howe, for example, told the disowned the student - tliat is the
ACE
that
"if
te
a
ching
today
suf student who is not a potential
School and the University of Cali cil on Education conference
fornia. He received his LL. B. from here Oct. 12-14 achieved little fers by comparison with res earch, s cholar - and the student has rea
sonably retaliated by abandoning
it
i
s
beca
us
e
c
o
llege
s
and
univer
Columbia Law School in 1918, and
was admitted to practice in 1919. consensus on specific meas sities have succumbed to external the scholar."
Dr. Frank Netter's medical il ures to solve the problem - influences and relegated teaching He challenged teachers to return
to theil' ancient -Socratic role as
The medals, named after the lustrations have appeared in num and called for further re to an inferior position."
Similarly, President' John E. "visible embodiments of the real
founder of City College who was erous medical books as well as search into evaluating teacher
ized
King
o
f
the
Univer
s
ity
o
f
Wyom
humanity of our aspirations,
America's first Consul General to such magazines as the Saturday effectiveness.
ing complained that "so many of intelligence, concerns, skills, and
Japan, will be presented at the Evening Post, and Esquire. His
Meeting
t
o
di
s
cu
ss
"impedi
the
able
young
people
emerging
s
ch
o
lar
ship . . .
Association's 86th annual dinner· work has also been shown in a
"The teacher is both sanction and
Wednesday evening, November,·, 16, number of museums, inclu ding the ments" to good college teaching, from these great graduate schools
o
ver
1400
c
o
llege
admini
s
trators
o
bvi
o
u
s
ly
h
a
ve
bec
o
me
i
n
d
o
ctrinat
goal
of
the education he gives. This
Field M useum in Chicago, the
at the Hotel Commodore.
jiecipients of the 1966 awards Army Medical Museum in Washing examined various ways to ·improve ed with the idea that undergrad is why it is completely reasonable
in
struction and agreed that stu uate teaching isn't as impo1tant or that a student should expect a
are Stanley B. Tunick, class of ton, D.C., and the Banting Institute
1919, professor emeritus of ac- in Toronto, Canada. A number of dents should play a role in evaluat as rewarding llS graduate tea ching classicist to live classically."
Arrowsmitli admitted that not
conntancy at the Bernard M. Ba- exhibition have shown his works, ing the qua lity of teaching. There or research."
But it was a University of Texas every teacher can be a "hero" or a
ruch School of Business and Public including American Medical Asso was but one student s cheduled on
Administration; John Schulman, ciation, Fairleigh Dickinson Uni the program, however, to discuss Classics professor, Willian;i. Arrow "great man" but claimed that edu
s mith, who astounded the group cators "must at least have a com
cl�ss 'of 1916, a leading lawyer in versity, and the In ternationai Col their suggestions.
The ACE, which includes almost by procla iming that "as presently prehension of greatness and a
th'e copyright field; Dr. Frank H. lege of Surgeons.
all
c
o
llege
s
and
universitie
s
in
the
c
onstituted, the colleges and univer hunger for it.Only then can they
Dr. Morton Hamermesh has made
Net��·, class of 1927, eminent med(Continued on Page 5)
ical � :Uiustrator; Morton Hamer- many basic' contributions to the country, also heard conflicting sities are as uncongenial to teachtheory of neutrons and neutron
mesh' 'class of 1936; a the6tet:ical
a
nucle�_/'physicist at Argol}h� Na- scattering, and has done funda
tional Laboratory; and Henry F. mental work on the Mossbauer ef
Graff, class of 1941, professor of feet, He is the author of Group
Theory and Its Application to Phyhistory at Columbia University.
Professor Tunick, a Certified sical Problems and has published
The following articles have been submitted by the respective dubs and organizationss.
Public Accountant, has tau ght at more •than 25 papers in technical
the Baruch School sin ce 1931, and joui-n als. He taught briefly at City
once again due to student demand.
was chairman of the accountancy College, New York University,
depa1tment from 1956 until 'his re- Stanford and Harvard before be
The Workshop will permit students
tirement in 1962. The co-authoi· of coming a s enior phy sicist at Ar
t
F1iday, Nov. 18 at 7:30 there will ino work out accounting difficulties
Gala International Extravaganza
Fundamental Accounting -Theory gqnne National Laboratory in 1948.
time for midterm exams. The
a General Business Meeting. At
and Practice, he has been vice- He'·became associate director there in the friendliest atmosphere be
8:30 p.m., a Chaplain will discuss Tax Session of the Society will be
chairman of the New York Board before mo ving to the University of planned for F1iday, Nov.. 18 - "Chri
held
in the same room at 8:15. All
stian
Sexuality." At 1-0:30
Folk dances from Ar;ibia, Panama
of CPA Examiners since January. Minn esota, where ne is now Head
- efresh
all those attending will be s tudents ai·e welcome. R
In May' 1965 Professor Tunick re- of the School of Physics. He has and Haiti - Songs from Antigua p.m.,
me
nts will be served.
ceived the ;nnual award of the been a consultan t to Brookhaven with g uitars, man dolins - Social invited to go bowling at Bowlmore,
dances with a foreign accent and 110 University Pla ce & 12th St.
New York State Society ;f ,GPA's National L aboratory since 1947.
Professor Graff, a specialist in native instructors. Come one, come Please come, bring you r friends,
for outstanding contributions to the
profes;ion. He is also a member of the history of Japan and American all! Oak Lounge Student Center, and have a good time.
Friday, N o v. 25 we will go to
8:30 to 12:00 P.M.
the natio
The new Finance and Investment
·- · nal panel 'of arbitrators diploma cy, has been a member of
Biltmore Theatre, 47th St. W. of
the faculty at Columbia since 1946.
Bro
adwa y, at 8:30 p.m. to see Club has ha d its first and prob
He has written several books about
ably
last meeting alst Thursday,
Barefoot in the Park. See Cesai·
Japanese history, including The
Nov. 9th.
R. Lastra for tickets.

Five a l u m n i have been
named to receive City Col
lege's 33rd Annual Townsend
Harris Medals for "distin
guished postgraduate achievement," it was announced by
David Kosh, president of the
City College Alumni Associa
tion.

Student Center Program

International

Newman

Investments

Move Uptown . . .

Lessons of the Japanese Revolu-

tion and The Early Impact of Japan
on American Agriculture. He is a
Commenting on the unofficial frequent contributor to The New
vote a Ba:i;uch faculty member, York Times Magazine, Saturday
who asked not to be named, told Review and is an associate of the
The Reporter that "Upt_ own fa c- Political, Science Quarterly. He was
u lty members are afraid Baruch also
consulting editor of Life
autonomy will cause a cut in their magazine's recently published 12budget."
volume history of the United
The Assistant Professor also States.
pointed out, to tho se who have
claimed Baruch faculty. members
will .vote for separation to gain
promotions, that almost all of
tlie members of the faculty who
vote are from the professional de
pa1tments, Liberal a1ts faculty, for
the most pa1--1J,. are considered part
Classroom learning is only part
of the c ollege of liberal arts sta'.ff
and therefore do not·vote at Baruch of a s tudent's college education
and man y stude nts have s hown
meetings.
that they agree ,vith these words
by incorporating school activities
in their college progrnms.
There are clubs in the Student
Center which offer you programs
(Continued from Page 1)
in
different specialties. HUB, the
the s enior colleges for their last social
organ ization of the school
three years.
offers y ou a va ried program of
. The number of additional fresh a ctivities.
men which Brooklyn, City, Hunter
To accommodate to graduate stuan d Queen s college s will be re
dent who wishes to socialize and
quirlld to accept next September make friends, HUB is arranging a
will not be determined until after new group where you will be wel
applicati on s for the January an d come and coinfortable. As president
September classes have been re of HUB, I would like to extend an
ceived.
invitation to you to join them. The
In action related to enrollment group will be free to pursue a pro 
matters, both the Faculty Coun gram which will meet the desires
cil of the College of Liberal Arts of its members. Although part of
and Scie nce and the College's chap the central organization, it has
ter of the American Associati on of complete autonomy of action.
Univers ity Professors have passed
To supplement your academic
resolutions req uesting gre ater con endeavors and enjoy the best that
sultatio n between the faculty and college ha s to offer, vi sit the Stuthe admin istration on issues of en de nt Center on Friday evenings.
rollment policy and other problems. On a school even:ing visit the HUB
One resolution adopted by the Fac office on the third floor, or leave
ulty Council stated: "We strongly your name ,vith Mrs. Ma mlet, HUB
s upport the pri nciple that the City Director, i nRo om 106.
University educate a broad spec
trum of students; at the same time 1------------�
the Council maintains that it would
STUDE T COUNCIL
be a betrayal of the aspirations of
Student Cou ncil will hold a meet
present and future students to sac
rifice the educational s tandard s of ing on Tuesday, Nov. 15, at 8:00
p.m. in th Oak Lou nge.
City College to expediency."
(Contlnued from Page l)
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Graduate Students Politics
Pa�,icipation Urged

Alpha College

na

Are you a student interested in
st�l!�t� � �!!�v!� �� \:!r!�1
photography? We are reorganizing
and who have been contacted, only
the Camera Club.
o ne sh owed up.
••' ..••••••:,
At our first meeting there will
The Accountin g Society will
All students really interested in
be a lecture on the proper method hold its next meeting on Wednes- such an organization should come
of photogi-aphing a model. All are day, Nov. 16, in the Mai·ble L ounge into room 104, Student
Center,
welcome and no photographic skill of the Student Center, at 9:00. An Monday thr ough Thursday and
is necessary. The meeting will be Accounting Workshop will be held leave their name and address.
held this Wednesday night Nov.!-------------------------16th at 8:30 in Room 402 in the
Student Center.

n a

Coniing Events

NOV.
o

6

8:�tP-�� ! iioo� �oi�f ��: st::
dent Center, College Young Dems.
will have its regular meeting.
President Irwin Rothman will lead
the members in an analysis of the
November 8th election . We are giv
ing all those interested a chance to
express their opinions. All students
of the Evening Sess ion are i nvited
to attend. Refreshments will be
served. Co me on down!

HeL,.,ew

ff� 'D• 1
Rabbi Joseph from the Roach
dale Village Congregation ,vill
s pea k a t the next Hebrew Society's
meeting on Thursday, Nov. 17 at 9
p.m. The topic for the evening will
be "The Existence of God." Baruch
students are invited to attend this
meeting which will be held inRoom
407 of the Student Center Build
ing.Refreshments will be served.
Unrn#
ft ... u•1e
See the mind control the body
by projecting the Ki (inn er power)
th at is within one's body. See the
flick of an a rm send a man 15 ft.
throu gh the air making him pa rt
of tlie wall he meets. It's Aikido.
Come all to the only Aikido sch ool
in N.Y.C., Friday, N ov. 18, 7:00
p.m. Meet in Room 205, Student
Center.

16
17
18

18

21
23
25
25
28
30

DEC
1
2
2

5
7
8
9
12
15
16
17

22
30

JAN.

6
6

6
20

Study Aid for Mid Term
Instruction and Play

Roller Skating Pa1ty

Chaplain's Discussion "Sex and the
Single Person ." Later on Bowling
Simultaneous Exhibition
Speaker
Joint Affair with Day Session
Theatl'e Pai·ty
Simultaneous Exhibition
Faculty Speaker
Champions hip - Round 4
Bus iness Meeting,Refreshments,
Dancing
Dinn er and Installation of New Members
- F ollowed by a Discussion and a
Night on the Town-Yorkville
Simultan eous Exhibition
Electi ons
Ins truction and Play
Miss Even:ing Session Dance
Simultaneous Exhibiti on
Championship - Rou nd 5
Chris tmas and Chanukah
Visit toOld Age Home - Christmas
Party, etc.
Championship -Round 6
Ice Skating at Central Park and
Pizza Paity at Mama Leone
Awards and Installation
Crowning of the King

Guest Speaker - Interfaith Night
International Night

Accounting
Chess

International
League
Newman

Chess
Accountin g
I.C.B.
Newman
Chess
Accoun ting

Chess
International'
League
Newman
Chess
Accounting
Chess
I.C.B.
Chess
Chess
I.C.B., Hub
Hebrew, Carver·
International
League
Newman
Chess

Hub
I nternational
League
Newman
Newman
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Business Students Peace Corps Planned
A Business Students Peace
Corps has been proposed by
the Baruch School Marketing
Department during a confer
ence held at the Americana
. Hotel. The corpsmen will try
to guide marketing activities
of underdeveloped c·ountries
businessmen fo"meet th"e needs
of their customers.
_ As in the Peace Corps, the most
important function of participants
in the proposed . BSPC will be
teaching, specifically the teaching
of modern marketing techniques to
owners and operators of small and
m
mediu-size
d business enterprises.
These firms need assistance in the
application of these techniques so
that the men operating them un
derstand Marketing's underlying
rationale and gain the necessary
,confidence to engage in its prac
tice by themselves.
To give one example: When
peasants sell their produce in the
market and wish to make purchase
for family needs from merchants
there, they not infrequently find
that deliveries of the desired
goods from wholesalers have not
been made. Peasants' trips to the
market are infrequent and often

arduous, and goods ordered by the tition; and lastly, (5) the openness necessary regulation - should be should be "enforced disclosure" of
local merchants frequently fail to of marketing to scrutiny, The solu- encouraged; frank, mature and safety features and possible risks
arrive at the time of their visits. tion to the problem lies in recog- early discussion of important issues in the use of all products _ not
As a result, these goods may stay nizing the inter-relationship of should be the practice.
just motor cars.
on the shelves for months, often social responsibility and economic
Critics and friends of the busiOther Industries Hit ·
until the time of the next harvest. function and thus encouragjng ness scene hit at practices which
Members of the BSPC can teach greater exchange of views and have perpetuated public distrust.
Nade1: accused the auto.' makers
simple metho ds of stock control more voluntary efforts undertaken
Kenn Rogers of the Baruch of failure to' cooperate with fo
and of basic .marketing research. 'jointly ·by business, education, and School told the .gathering;" "There dependeq� ..�genctes, such :as. gov�
They can determine from past ·ex- Government to promote -the econ- is impressive evidence that college enpnent bureau� and colleges, in
.i
perience and questioning what cus- omy through better marketing. In-· stu dents shy away from a career improving products.
tomers ask for and prefer, what
And he said that the1;e, -are other
-in business." He said many of them
they have actually bought and
feel that "business is for the industries equally at faul.t.
when. This will lead to setting up
birds."
David Finn, chairman of Rudei;
an ordering schedule that will en·warning that this attitu de "may & Finn, said the businessman does
hance the likelihood that goods will
eventually affect the very position not have a good record of dealing
be available at the right time and
business enjoys in our society," he with critics. "He too often conin the right quantities. Such cosaid, "A business education must siders himself above criticism. He
ordination ,vill lead to faster turntrain students to think decisively has not developed that , hmp.ility
over of the merchants' meager
and responsibly. It is the frame- which woudl enable him to respect
capital and assure the customers a
tide crit�c and acknowledge his own·
work of a business career.''
·'
·
suitable assortment of goods when
faults.''
Needs Cooperation'.,,;_
they want them.
Eobert' McNeill, assistant cdrri�
Rogers said a business stu dents'
.
peace corps "can only be accom- merce secretary, urged industry
Dr. Robert McNeill, U.S. asplished cooperatively with business to provide ."voluntary self-regulasistant secretary of commerce for
tion." · .. He said that unnecessary
and government."
trade policies, said that there are
Arch-critic Ralph Nader called government regulation can best be
five factors which are at the root
for "a new set of disclosure criteria headed off by "frank, mature and
of the "growing criticism of modDr. ·John Wingate, Chair111an
. . . to make corporate activity early , discussion .of important.., isern marketing methods:" namely,!
of Market'ing Department
more responsive to the market and sues" between industry and gov(1) a rising level of expectation
, ..
e=ent.
the public.''
on the part of the consumer; (2)
Other proposals at the miefing
. he man who set the auto inan insufficient understanding of formation flowing from research , T
. ,,an exp�ded s=er in
the role of marketing, (3) the in- and technical findings should be dustry on its ear with his book, inclp.d ed
formation explosion; (4) the na- shared ; voluntary self-regulation "Unsafe at Any Speed," said there ternship progr� for students{'
tional ambivalence towards compe-- the best defense against un- --- --------,-----------'--------

C 0 11ege R evo I O· tl• on• 1,
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Beauty Conte_ ·st Co1ttest • · •
Friday, Dec. 9 ��!::::::=-��',,

that of Vice-President 6f the Car-

What does Friday, Decem- ver Club. She feels student activiher 9th ·mean to you? I� you ties are good, but not enough stute in them.
are one of the lovely finalists dents participa
.
.
Modelling is one Of her maJor inin the Miss Evening Session terests.
With her 34•23-36 figure
Contest, it will mean the cul- to go along with a good model's
mination of many weeks of height of 5_6½, she took part in
posing for pictures, interview- Carver Club' fashion show last
ing, sh0pping for dresses and semesfh:" '
practicing everything from She was entered ina the Miss Club
the proper wax to walk to the
f���.!:!� �ts�! ��
most casual way to casting a Evening Session tftle she will be
"shocked."
•
winning smile.

study and integrative seminars. The
only grades will be pass, fail, ·and·
distinction; and students will move
from one "division to another" on
the basis of their performance in
exams, not on a time-schedule.
To combat the "nanow-mindedness" of departments interested
only in their own specialty, faculty
members will hold rank in one of
four schools - humanities, natural
sciences, social sciences, and a new
Sharon is an AAS6 student maFor on that night, amid anticipafield, linguistics and communications, according to Hampshire tion and suspense, the finals of the joring in secretarial studies. She
Hampshire College, spawned as through a, fixed series of four Trustee and Amherst President seventeenth annual Miss Evening hopes to become a teacher. "It is
Session Contest will take place in a very c�rewarding career," she
:a cooperative endeavor among the acadelnic class-years," and students Emeritus Charles Cole.
Massachusetts, will move from a Basic Studies
of
"A great many of the most ex- the Prince Albert Hall of the Hotel notes, "I get pleasure out of help-·
University
ing child ren."
:Slnith, Amherst and 1'4ount Hol- Division to Intermediate Studies to citing things being done today," Americana.
Sewing and dancing are her speyoke Colleges last year following Advanced Studies.
The MissEvening Session festivhe said, "are ,happening between
She likes variety favor
Although this sequence closely departments; on the boundaries of ities are but a' part-- of the ninth ·cial talents.
:a $6 million grant, began taking
annual out-of-school dance co-spoi;i- ing calypso, rock and roll and pop
:shape with the release last week of parallels a regular four-year cur- different specializations."
In sewing she often
dancing.
a 500-page working paper, "The riculum, students will .focus their
The emphasis .-.on living-uni_t�, sored by 'The Reporter and ·the ular
she
Making of a College: Growth in a work in interdisciplinary fields and which encompass rooms, -faculty Inter-Club Board. Adlnission to the goes to stores, sees something
y
o
concentrate on an aspect of a field. office-studies, and classrooms is danee, ,zhich will begin at 9:00 pm lik:���d t
Major Academic Co=unity."
first
the
t��!
e:z:
The paper, an "approximation" The emphasis in the "Advanced intended to integrate the total
I.----,--------:..-,.-.,---, graduate student i:ri. this year's fi-..
(Contmued on Page 6)
rather thari a blueprint of Hamp- Division" will be on independent
nals. A major in Elementary Ed:,
,·
.
DANCE TICKETS
ucation, Child Study and Adjust,.
Free tickets to the Miss E.S.
ments, she cun·ently t.eac·hes , Kin
Beauty Contest and Dance, to dergarten for the .Boatd ofEduca
be held at the Americana Hotel tion. She is working, toward a mas
on Dec: '9, are available this ter'..s in education.
She likes working with children.
week in the Student Center, 5:30
The past summer she taught in
to 8:30 p.m. Sorry, only two Spanish Harlem. She also is a par
tickets per student -upon presen ticipant in operation "Headstart"
which deals with underprivileged
tation of the Bursar's card.
11 •----------'-----' 1 chi'ldren.
Aside from .children, music plays
,.
and continue until 1 a.m., is free a big part in her life. She plays
of charge to a\1 Evening Session piano - both classical and popular
and loves to dance. Her idea of a
students.
For tickets, sign your name. to perfect date would be to "take me
i'
d
the list in the lobby of the Student ancing."
Karen is just about the-'tallest
Center. Tickets are on a first come,
of the Miss Evening Session
first serve basis.
Over five hundred Evening Ses finalists at 5-7½. She has a 35-25sion Baruchians attended last year's 35 figure.
17
NOVEMBER
THURSDAY,
MEETING
.OPEN
Marriage is one of her major
dance, held at the Americana. Many
of those who attended are still talk aims. Her ideal family is either
girls or two gi,rls and a boy.
three
d
an
hotel,
the
affair,
the
about
ing
6:00 to, 8:00 PM
even the luxury and plushness of After her children grow up she
the lobby leading to the ballroom. would like to return to teaching.
Karen's birthday falls the day
Music for this year's dance will
be supplied by Del Casteli and his before tl:w finals. She can think of
no better way to celebrate then by
eleven piece orchestra,
Each finalist will be carefully being crowned Miss Evening Ses
scrutinized by the five judges for sion.
The selection of this week's win
beauty, poise and charm.
The judges will indeed have an ners gives the Bronx four finalists
Speakers extremely difficult job in' selecting in the contest matching Brooklyn's
three winners from the lovely beau total. Manhattan has two,, Queens
ties; the "also ran" beauties need two and Staten Island one.
Time is running out for girls
not fret when the winners are an
nounced. All of our finalists are who have thought about entering
contest, but haven't actually
the
good enough to take top honors!
done so. The final selection \vill be
made by the end of this week. Ap
QUESTION & ANSWER PERIOD
plications are available in The Re
JOIN THE REPORTER
porter Office, Room 420, Student
Center.

' AMHERST Mass (CPS)- shire's final form, calls for a small
·
'
co-educational college of 1,440 stu•,
.
An experimental. college with-,
d ents and 90 faculty, a living situation organized around "villages" of
out grades' departments and "mo
dulaT units," student-oriented
.
course reqmrements may soon curriculum based upon "divisions"
than courses, and a faculty
rather
be challenging existing educa
.
.
.
rting itself out by "schools"
.
.
.
msfatutions
tional
four- so
m
this
rather than departments.
sc!J.ool �rea - aµd ,the chal- Hampshire students will be allenge has been, initiated by lowed to complete €heir undergradat their own rate. The
the established schools them- uate workprogram
is organized in
academic
selves •
a "divisional sequence rather than

�i:'kt:
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SEPARATION

AFFECT YOU

Dean' Newton

Prof. Levenstein
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-Uptown Chaos

Monday, November 14, 1966

Chaos is the word which best describes
the typical faculty office in the Uptown cam
·pu-s. A teacher shares a desk with five col
leagues, a telephone with twenty others, and.
·a secretary with twenty-five others: This
precarious situation impairs the status of
the City College and puts the institution in
disadvantage in recruiting the best talents
in the educational field.
President Buell G. Gallagher has launched
the S.O.S. "We desperately need more build
ings," he sl;l,id, "We take $100,000.00 worth
of talent and crowd it in one room."
The Chairman of the English Department,
Edmond Volpe, lamented: "If the situation
in the physical plant continues, we will not
recruit." In fact the faculty office is a more
or less large classroom subdivided in several
cubicles. The 105 members of the depart
ment share four telephone extensions and
one secretary.
An assistant professor at Yale refused to
teach economics at City College where the
department has one secretary for 25 instruc
tors. At the present, the Yale instructor has
his own office, private secretary and telephone.
In this pandemonium it is nearly impos
sible for a teacher either to write or to do
research. Professor Harvey Lustig, chair
man of the Physics Department, deplored
th'at several researchers have to share the
same laboratory.
The Department of Sociology has only one
seci;-etary as it did 18 years ago when the
�taff was half the present size.
, The Uptown campus is going· through a
p'eriod of crisis. The new buildings planned
under the Ohrenstein Education Bill, will not
1
be ready before the end of this decade. How
ever, the $50-million for the expansion pro
gram will not be sufficient to meet the need
of Uptown City.
.
'
Now in the light of those circumstances,
we like to point out the absurdity, the
horrifying cruelty of those who advocate
the relocation of Baruch School to the Up
town campus.
This Friday the faculty of Baruch will
meet to vote on the separation. We hope that,
this time, the faculty will unanimously vote
in favor of the split. Any further delay
would be lethal for the future of our school.
As we have previously said, the pathway
toward independence is long, but autonomy
is patently preferable to the status quo or
to the relocation to the Uptown inferno.

There is a welcome announcement on Page
One of this issue of The Reporter. It is the
news that Journalism is again part of the
E.S. curriculum.
The news should be greeted with satisfac
tion by all students since every new worth
while course opens a new avenue of intel
lectual and professional exploration.
It is greeted with special satisfaction by
The Reporter. For much too long, this paper
has labored under the handicap of a staff,
willing but untrained.
Now, perhaps, we may look forward to an
era of fuller, brighter and more significant
coverage of College affairs.
Thanks to all the college officials who
made this possible.

Vote Yes
GUEST EDITORIAL
The October 31 issue of The Reporter
lengthly and extensively editorialized the
Task Force Study condlicted to determine
whether Baruch should remain with 'the City
College or should become an independent
college. On Friday, November 18, the Faculty
at Baruch will vote upon this issue. It is incumbent upon the students of the Evening
Session to make known their views which,
it is hoped, will reinforce the decision that
the faculty must make.
The Inter Club Board, Student Council and
The Reporter join in sponsoring a student
referendum on the split; the voting will take
place on Monday and Tuesday only and · we
hope to enter each classroom with ballots.
This is an issue upon which you cannot stand
mute. So please indicate your preference. The
question· is: Do you want Baruch to sepru:ate
from the uptown branch of the City College?
We ask you to remember that to stay with
the City College will mean to move to the
uptown campus in the not too distant future,
it will mean to continue in the sha!dow of
the uptown branch. To stay will mean to con
tinue to be subjected to the delays of the
machinery of the uptown headquarters; it
will also mean the gradual disintegration of
the extra-curricular activities program.
· We would like to remind you that to sep
arate means that in the near future Baruch
will have a campus of its own with buildings
and programs worthy of Baruch; to separate
means to grow into a full fledge college with
the prestige that belongs to a business school
of our stature; to separate means more of
the conveniences that students need and
sorely miss at Baruch; to separate means to
build better student-faculty relations and
possibly a stronger student voice in the
choice of education and the preparation of
the broader and better balanced curriculum.
In short, The Inter Club Board, The Re
porter, and Student Council urge you to vote
yes on the referendum. We believe The Re
porter gave detailed accounts on the split
sufficient to permit each student to render
a fair and enlightened decision; we hope
that this article will enumerate some
of the advantages and disadvantages that
would be influential in causing Evening Ses
sion students to make a 'decision; and we
are· confident that your decision will be the
voice of the student body as a whole and
will be so considered by the faculty. We feel
strongly that the faculty is a part of the
student body in thought and therefore, we
are sure that the decision rendered will be
your decision.

Richard Little, I.C.B. Pres.

APIH[l�OlDl!ltlE

Come go with me to the wondrous sea and stare upon the
water·
To gaze upon the setting sun
And view creation in its entirety
As rich, bright hues mutate themselves, and play tricks upon
your eyes
As your gentle hand caresses me and plays tricks upon my
mind.
Love.
Come go with me, let's walk some more
Past the bar where the people speak of war.
They speak of war and they speak of hate.
They seek to discover what has happened to faith.
Where has it gone, or hasn't it left ?
As they pick up their drinks and regain their senselessness.
Pity.
Let's return to the beach and count the grains of sand
And for each little grain, let's invent a man.
Give to him a past, and present and future too.
Give him something to believe in,
And also something to lose.
Perhaps his pride,. perhaps his mind,
Or maybe even a girl, someone very hlnd.
Reality.
Let's leave again to resume our jaunt
In quest of a distant, deserted haunt
Where the lights are low, the spirit high
Where four-leaf clovers shine in your eyes
And when everything else is perfectly timed,
One mutual smile when our hearts will bind
In one bel;l,utifully lonely state of mind.
Aphrodite.
Martin Friedman

COILILlEGIE OF
AlDM\l[Nl[Sl,l�Al1l/ON
'Tis time to cast the yoke aside,
Sever the chain that binds,
Just as the sibling,
When mature,
By nature's law,
His own way finds.
Let us. go forward,
Well assured,
As masters of our fate,
To have a name,
All our very own,
Upon our college gate.
For just as surely,
As the young sapling,
Grows into a tree,
A captive college,
Like a bonded man,
With all its heart and soul,
Yearns to be free.
Let us renew,
This old neglected place,
With love and fate and ivy,
And respect and grace.
Alfred Charasz

STUIDIENltS IPSAILM\

The Curve is my shepherd.
I shall not worry.
It maketh me to sleep through class periods
It leadeth me to believe in false intelligence
It restoreth my self-respect.
It leadeth me in the path of hard courses for prestige's sake.
Yea, tho' I walk through the valley of F's
I shall fear no Draft
For the Curve is with me.
Thy median and thy mean, they comfort me.
It prepareth a grade scale before me in the presence of the
Administration
It anointeth my grade-point with B's.
My honor points runneth over.
Surely goodness and my transcript shall follow me all the
days of my life
And I shall dwell in the house of the Curve forever.
Ron Roat

(See curve on page 6)
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Far Away Places
By Walter Sobel

=======;;;;;i I

When I was a boy, the words of a popular song of the
clay, went something like this: "Far away places, with strange
·
sounding names, keep callmg,
calling for me." As I grew
older the song became an obsession which resulted in the
following.
Learning to do the hula on Wai
kiki Beach, Honolulu.
Sailing on the Blue Danube in
Vienna.
Shouting "Ole" at a bullfight in
Juarez.
�ttending a "Command Perform
ance" for royalty in London.
:Riding a camel on the outskirts of
Jerusalem.
Visiting the Tivoli Gardens in Co
penhagen.
Gambling at the Casino in Monte
Carlo.
(!:)limbing the Acropolis to see the
Parthenon in Athens.
Eating smorgasboard at the Opera
House in Stockholm.
Seeing the Tsars Palace inside the
Kremlin in Moscow.
Clapping to an exotic belly dancer
in Istanbul.
, .
Proving Galileo was right :firom
the Leaning Tower of Pisa.
Atop the Eiffel Tower seeing Paris
in the moonlight.
Watching the changing of the
guards at Buckingham Palace in
London.
Smelling the wares of an ancient
market place in acre Israel.
Walking the excavated ruins of
Ancient Pompeii.
Drinking the cooling spring waters
from Mt. Parnassas in Delphi.
Coming down in a cable atop a
mountain nea1· Lucerne.
Cruising among the islands of the·
Archipelago surrounding Hel
sinki.
Swimming in the Mediterranean
Sea on the French Riviera in
Nice.
Listening to Chopin's music at his
birthplace home near Warsaw.
Seeing Dutch fishermen in their
wooden shoes in Maakham Hol
land.
Riding a colorful gondola on the
canals of Venice.
Seeing the corals of the Red Sea irt
a glass-bottomed boat in Israel.
Visiting the beautiful sculptured
gardens at the Palace ,of Ver
seilles.
Hearing the echoes of Ancient gla
diators at the Coliseum in Rome.
Listening to the Opera Faust in
the ancient Greek theatre at Epi
dauraus.
Seeing the jewels of an empire at
the Tokapi Palace .in Istanbul.
Visiting the birthplace home of
Wm. .Shakespeare at StJ,atford"
on-Avon.
Watching the bartering of bedouins
· in Israel.
Marveling at M i c h a e l a n g e l o's
frescoes in the Sistine Chapel in
the Vatican City.
Taking . in the aromatic scent of
the colorful flower market in
·Helsinki.
't"··

Watching the surfers with Diamond
Head as a backdrop in Honolulu.
Drinking tequila in a Juarez night
club.
Seeing the French Impressionist
paintings at the Hermi'tage in
Leningrad.
Visiting Joseph's carpenter shop in
Nazareth.
Shopping for crocheted lace in
Brussels.

R EPO R T E R
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Help Wanted

The Placement Office is located in
Room 303, Baruch School Building, and
is open Monday through Thursday eve
!ngs 5:00 ta 8:30 P.M. ALL Evening

Session students are eligible to use this

RESEARCH ASSISTANT: Male
or female. Position with a Mutual
Fund organization located ,in- the
Grand . Central area. EconomicsFinance majors in junior or senior
year preferred.Starting salary $90100 per week. Refer to code #273-6.

By GIUSEPPE COSTANTINO
This· is the second of a series of columns on the topic: It's A
Computer's World, written in a tragi-comic aorta, with the in
tent to understand the causes of the slow but inluctable dis
appearance of mankind from this robotland.

The Bell has tolled once again announcing, this time, the

CLERK TYPIST: Female pre death of the movie industry. Computers at Bell Telephone
ferred. Position with a national
I
soap company located in Grand Laboratories have just completed seven black and white
Central area. Should have typing movies. The films were made in B&W because machines
skills 60 w.p.m. or better. Starting hate to make an issue out of color.
salary $90 per week. Refer to code
The movies, shown during a two-day symposium on the Human
#111-49.
Use of Computing Machines to hundreds of engineers, educators, film
stars,
producers and directors, are the following:
ASSISTADMINISTRATIVE
A Computer for All Seasons - a touching story of a lonely man
ANT TO OFFICE MANAGER:
i
n a big city who is consoled by a console computing machine. The ma1',
Male preferred. Position witn a
chain of retail stores located in whose soul was brutalized by the violence and hatred of his fellow
mid-town Manhattan. Should have men, at the very end finds that life is worth living only if one fall's in
some prior supervisory office ex love with ...a robot. (Almost A Love Story, is the undertitle of this
perience. Starting salary $90-100 film.)
The Gospel According to St. Robbot's - "In the Twenty centuries
per week. Refer to code #270-20.
there was the chaos and Popoff (IBM's ·father) said, let there be order
and rationality, and the computer came into being, " narrates the ,
narr;i.tor. The film-documentary, tracing the evolution of machines,
demonstrates that in almost three decades automation has replaced
(Continued from Page 1)
man almost his (in) hum:an activities.
Computer's Thief - a neorealist film about a1 watch repair, ing
thew Berklehammer, former chai,rman of the City College Du Bois ,man who, tired of watching small clocks, decides to ,steal a computer.
clubs; Mark Brqdy, the present Caught in the act of forcing a computer out of the store at screwdriver's
.chairman; Mr. Rhoades, J,eremy point, is charged with felonious assault, a rape attempt, and breaking
Fish and Allan Blaustein of the of the Oranvodka law.'
A Robot Called Undesire - Co-starring Robbot Serious and Sofia
Anarchist Discussion Society, memhers of the student council, and Loren.This film narrates in a melodramatfo way the inane efforts of
some unaffiliated students.
Miss Loren (by now Mrs. Ponti, chess what means in Italian . . .
bridge) to seduce this hard-working computer. The machine resists
1
to all human temptations, and shuts his blinking red eyes when Sofia,
at high noon, does the most teasing strip-tease in· the history of film
kind. (This film is undertitled, Business Italian Style.)
November 8, 1966
· 8¼ and/or The Loves of a Computer - a sad story about the
Mr. '<;i-iuseppe Costantino
decomputerizing process tof a hancj.some robot who falls in love with
Editor; The Reporter
8 different human females. "It's the most calamitous event for a ra1 am writing this letter as a tional being to fall in love; to enslave his rationality to human pas
0ur "Sing Sing" man
protest to a condition in the depart- sions," declaims the robot before committing suicide in a junkyard.
Seeing the Bosphorus where Europe ment of Student Life. I ho;pe this The obvious moral of this film is that there is no place for sentiletter will be printed.
mentality, romanticism and· other human passions in a computers'
meets Asia in Istanbul.
I am concerned with the fact that world. Any machine which -attempts to become human is a misfit,
Visiting the Nobel Prize banquet
cannot
student
iculated
a
Non-Matr
a failure.
hall in the Town Hall of Stock- '
hold office of Treasurer or ViceHow· I stopped Worrying About Automation and Be gan to Love
holm.
Pa·es. in any club. A great deal of Computers - This film tells of a displaced glass-blower, with three
Sl·ngi'ne:/
- the beauti"ful Neapolitan our students in ,the Evening Ses- wive
nd
child wh Io e hi tw nty year old JO
· b b ecause a
song "Santa Lucia" in Naples.
sion al.'e Non-Matrics. They are re- mac�in: lea�-�: how to m�ke � �. fi�sco:.
Practicing the 100 yard dash at the sponsible students, but are not
During the luncheon following the showing of the six horror films,
Olympic Stadium in Olympia.
given a chance to do so.
Mr. Albert Comptomaniac talked before an audience which was eating
Some Non-Matrics have been ap- memories and drinking rivers of tears. Mr. Comptomaniac who,
Eyeing the statue of Venus de
Milo at the Louvre Museum in pointed and elect,ed to responsibl e by being associated with computers, had developed iron will, steel
positions-, and have been made to power, and metallic voice, said: "The Twenty Centuries man will .be
Paris.
Visiting Lenin's tomb in Red resign, because of this ruling. At remembered as the most brutal being of all times. Yes, my de.ar
present there are, four organiza- humanoids, the contemporary man is the laziest creature on the enSquare in Mos.cow.
tions (Clubs) in the Evening Ses- tire cosmos. Unsatisfied of having turned into slav ery all the animals
Crossing the moats of Hamle.t's sion who are Non-Matrics
(includ- on earth, and most of his fellow men, he enslaved the universe
Kronberg Castle at Elsi�ore.
ing ' one of your editol'S). I hope energy. He has invented the machine to do 'his physical and mental
Seeing the Medieval Guildhalls in that this process will soon be work. Man is
abusing the machine. It's incomputian (in automation
B1ussels.
·changed and that The Reporter language means, inhuman) to s ee herds of humanoids running at
Walking across the famous wooden can aid this change.
random like buff:J.loes into ·the patient subway cars. It's incomputian
roofed-bridge in Lucerne.
Sincerely,
to crowd those trains. Motors have limited power. Why should men
Watching the sails of a windmill on
Henry Ginsberg be so inconsiderate? Why should they be so cruel? I suggest
we ought
1 ------------- 1 to institute an Association for the Prevention
the outskirts of Amsterdam.
of Cruelty Against
Seein'g the picturesque villages surMachines. I firmly believe that homanoids should stop abusing autorounding Luxembpurg City.
UNLIMITED CUTS
mation."
Crossing the River Rhine into GerBy now th� audience had no mor e tears to !>Pare, and for a split
The Hunter College Faemany.
second realized the push-button man is becoming so dependent on
Visiting the Medici Chapel in Flo- ulty Council has recently
automation that he is not longer the master but the slave of com7
voted to extend for a two- puters. For a fraction of second those human beingsI thought they
rence.
Seeing the Golden Roof of the year period a current policy ought to do something to prevent humanity from going
to the . . .
Hapsburgs in Austria.
to allowing unlimited cuts machines. But it was so ·late, and they were so tired that they ,ate a
Visiting the artist's colony it). Myspill
for
supper,
pushed
a
button
(automatically the seat turned into
for seniors. First instituted
,
tic Safad, Israel.
compact beds), and went into nightmares dreaming of tomorrow'!!
Seeing the "Little Mermai'd" statue during the 1964-65 acad- 2000 horse-power protagonist of the film: Automation, Mon
Amour.
in Copenhagen, Denmark.

Sit-In . . :

Letter to the Editor

l,•�J. .

emic year, the experiment
has been studied by the
Hunter College._ Office of
Institutional Research. A
l\eport issued by that office
stated that:
•.52% of the seniors who
responded to a questionaire
indicated that they had
over-cut at least one course.
. •The grade point aver-·
age of those who over-cut
was lower than that of
, those who did not.
• Students over the age
of 22 cut less frequently
than younger students.
• Men over-cut more fre
quently than women.

�===========�
REPORTER OFFICE HOURS
Monday thru Thursday
5:00 - 11:00

Graphic representation of the poem "The Students' Psalm" on page 4.

Room 420

Student Center
,

Challenge to Teachers
(Continued fromPage 2)
speak to the student's human con
cern for the same greatness; at
heart all want realization; if we
cannot be heroes, it is heroes none
theless we want to be."
The suggestions were, however,
not taken up at the conference, and
most discussion centered about the
ways in which teacher aims can be
achieved and the various methods
for evaluating faculty effective
ness.
Dr. Robert A. Nesbitt, professor
of sociology at the University of
California (R,iverside), told the
group that "the primacy of re
search . . . and the professionaliza
tion of academic disciplines" are
"he11e to stay," despite the con
flict of loyalties they create between teaching and research.
The conflict universities can re
solve, he noted, is that between
"research and research - that is,
between, research that should be
done outside the university and re
search that is cong enial to the aims

...
of the university." He proposed
that large scale research, in which
students act as "technicians " and
professors as "project administra
tors," be eliminated at universities.
Other participants in the pro
gram had these recommendations
for improving college teaching:
-0. Meredith Wilson, president
of the University of Minnesota,
said that colleges should find way.s
to honor excellence in teaching,' for
''if teaching is honored on our cam
puses, it ·will be cultivated there,
and will finally be done there." This
notion was reject ed by Profess.ol'
Arrowsmith: "If you want to 1:e
store a Druid priesthood, you can
not do it by offering prizes for
Druid of the Year."
-Charl es Cogen, president of the·
American Federation of Teachers,
called for unionization and collec
tive bargaining to improve the
status of teachers vis-a-vis re
searchers. "You must face it," h-e
told the administrators, "collective
(Co.ntinued on Page 6)

Page Six

cast Editor of the New York
spec ifically those in ad Times. He said tha t the course
vert ising a nd those i n marjcet ing. would offer a wonderful o pportu
Mr. Max H. Seigel, who gave nity for young men and women to
their
busine ss careers
the course some yea1:� · ago, ·will approach
with a major added asset.
A basic knowledge of journalism,
added to other business knowhow,
he declared, could open the way
. to work with House Organs, tech
nical magazines ·and othe11 com
pany publications. I t could also lell;d
to · \vork iri publicity. And e ven if
the student does not want to make
professional use of the material
and skills he will gain, he will be
able better to understand the news
paper h e reads. Mr. Seigel empha
sized that great" stre ss would be
placed on developing the writing
skills and techniques needed for
journalism as a vocation.
(Continued from Page 1)

t ioned

Evaluation .

.

World Wide Peace Sought
By· Student Movement .

Stud ents have found a new But the fact th at neith er of these
,
move�ent. It s _ calle_d peace . figures is zero begins to suggest
the dimensions of the problem.
Not Just pe ace m Viet Nam,
Meanwhile influentials in India,
or S elma, but a new world Pakistan Jap an and Indonesia are
new concept of in- pressi ng°' for de:vel6pme t
orde i:,
their
:1
o wn
nuclear ".protection. · And
ternat1· onal affairs ·
from their point of view it would
While it i s of necessity a longbe protection if there is nothing
range assignment, one is compelled between them and China's bomb
to point ou t th at the sooner the
but Go d, but statesmen have never
better.
bee n known to put t�o much reThe prospectus of the Student liance on that commodity.
Forum o n Internationa l Order and
From the rest of the world's
World Peace, which held a conpoi nt of view, however, it would
f erence i n Princeton last weekend just be one
or even a dozen more
to survey the dimensions of the steps to ward t
he realization of a
problem, outlines the student's instate of nuc lear war . -(The radio
terest thus:
announcement would read tha t a
"We, the student generation of s
tate of n uclear war had been d e. today, must begin now to e ducate cla.r
e d. Imagine that annou ncem ent
our selves to assume responsibility
if you can.)
for creating the conditions prere-So how do you talk about a great
quisite to inte rnational order a nd b - allig
encompassing subject like
world peace."
pe;ce? How do you talk a.bou t it?
A lot of people tend to t hink An
d m ost important of all, what
we have learned to live with t he
bomb. Others are resigned to an can you do a.bout it?
He re we owe an intellectual debt
ill- defined holocaus t in the same
way they are resigned to any other to a circle of hard-working thinkers now lab eled strate gists, that
form of death - it is just not
'
to think about
something anyone can compr ehend set "out about 1950
�
the unthinkable," nuclear war, and
eriously.
n
ot just worry ab_ou t it.
"Most of us think war is ine vitSlowly, systematically, step-byable " one speaker said realisticalstep, idea-by-idea and concept-byJy. '
oncept, the have 81!-aly�ed exa�tly
c
fl'here is, f or example, China bomb (with its vanous
making faster progress in the de- what - the
velopment of a nuclear s triking globe girdling delivery systems)
r
eally means, how it affects a naforce than anyone seems able to
t ion's military strategy in a w ide
comprehend. (If the State D epa.rtTI'
.
ment bureaucrats would quit read- a. ay of possible circumstances
These men have shown that such
ing Top Secret counter-intelligence
a
hug
e, incr edibly difficult subject
reports and look at the newspapers, they might realize, for ex- as nuclear strategy can be thought
ample , that the Chine se synthesis about, analyzed and, do a very conof insulin last summer was a feat siderable degree at least, undercomparable in its own wa y to Rus- stood.
All of which gives us every reasia's first Sputnik. Unfortun ately
it will take something more spec- ason to believe that peace, which,
ft
all, is not too far removed
c
ta�ula_r t o affe t our complacency conecreptal
ly from war, can b e ani:
this time.)
lyzed in th e same manner; th:3-t it
Of course there is no greater
can be transferred from a uruverprobability of · China's �sing _nu- sally accept
ed and very badly de 
clear wea.p?ns at 3:ny given time fined value to a real world, inst ituthan there 1s of Umted States use. t ional rea lity.
.1
------------ 1
Students have a natural stake
in all this, since it is going to b e
their world. They are the ones who,
in 20 years, are going to be build (Cont inued fromPage 8)
the next six plapes to win the m eet ing th e new world ord er - either
a
_ midst =the=shattered remnants of
handily.
G eorge Sheehan was third (26:- 1I, = = = =
=
= = = = = = = = = = = = = ===i
19), James C orry fourth (26:51),
Jim Michelini fifth (26·57) Tim
· th (27. 02), Bria� KivSheeh an, six
·
Ian, se_venth (2.7:14), and Jo e K ea.r�ey, eighth <21:ls). .
. Te11;ple got bl;ck I!1to the scormg with Joe Smith nmth and Larry �to�e tenth. . .
City s second £mish.. er was An_dY
Ferrara who pl?-ced m1!-e�enth with
29:1_9. A�an Stemfeld fm h d en
Featu.ring the Finest
ty-f1rst m 30 :35. John ; c�, �
ern
a.rd Samet and Steve S. c� nur completed the Beaver scormg.

a

(��ntin_ ue fr�:'1Page ;i�)
a.gain be the instructor. Faculty
�
Advise r to . The Reporte.f, Mr. barg:iprg i1k er\
esiu c enbusch
�
Seigel is Assistan�.
,Ne ws Broad---'"'-'----- I de�t O
a.ra: .tawrence O ege'
----claimed that
mdepe:1de t study
1!- ed to
P:ograms should �; mstitu�
�ve students . an opportunity to
r
o
k n a d
w
er
qu
e
s
t
i
o
ns
t
o
sc
d
o
1 :,r
·,, (Continued fro_m fage 5)
? g �n
academic environment_; : . T:qfs re- to _discov';; ways of workin
th
em · ' .
sidential concept ;was; adde<l 'to the
.
,rc--Ot�er p a n e hs t _s. suggeSted
original proposal as th�, reshlt of
suggestions made by students a t eva��ation . o_f teachmg through
the four colleges. Ther .'f w:ill be lit- classroom visits by f aculty, through
tie ' or no soci al regulat io ns as studen t ratings, and through techlrnown on the carilpuses·loday,_ and nological feedback methods.
no me ntion h as be.en made of
The o ne student oli the program,
fraternities or gym,··aiid · chapel James Johnso n, former National
re quirements.
·· · , '
Affairs Vice Pre sident of the U.S.
Hampshire is intended as a re- Na tiop.al Student',. A s s o c i a t i on,
sponse to what its P1:_esident Fran- urge d administrators to en courage
klin Patterson calls the "cliche of kt udents to set up their own
the 20th Century the 'Expansion courses, as in free u niversi ties, and
'
o:f K nowledge.' " The school will to _p romote stud ent evaluation of
at tempt to educate its students for courses and faculty. Johnson was
"process thinking," rather than for unable to atten d the program at
the accumulat ion of-,fMts1, and to the last minute, and his paper was
stimulate students for c1'e ative
· self- read to the ACE by his successor
·
study,
at NSA, Edwar d Schwartz.
The establishment of the college
"If you want to improve teachby , the four' .present .. Hampshire ing . . . performanc�," Johnson
.
Valle y schools is expected to dem- wrote, "yo u must be willm
g to aco nstra.te ways df coordinating co- ce pt stude nt questio ns and answers
operative endeavors among public about teaching . . . in colleges and
and ,private in sti�H:fif,<?.1,1,!i , .;i-p.d ,. to universities today. Faculty teachstimulate innova tion at · tli.e four ing subject matter cannot be conschools. Some observers.-. believe, fused with students learning subhowever that the formation of jects that matter.''
H�mpshire by the f our schools will
s'chwartz put :forth his o_wn vi_ew
lead' to the . incorppratio n of the , 9f teaching dupng the discuss10_n
worst aspects of all of them. As 1period. "Students ask, does t�s
one former ·Smith College teacher person really car e . ab out me? This
said, "'Yfith the sam�.:, _running in the end is wh�t is impoi;; an t Hanwshire as _a. re runm ng1 _ the the way people t1eat_people. ,
present schools, it, s .qlj;'.r\l,_.,to ¥,Jieve
The ACE, sometimes ca.lied_ at h�'t they can r eally innovate.''
"piiesidents' club" of Amencan
---- -.,,.,- ·
higher education, meets annually
,' •1
to discuss a problem confronting
highei?• education, to give college
. :, r,
'
.
pre11idents an organized opportunity
( C�ntinued -from ��e
�
for· meeting their colleag�es, and
moved m all alon!l on, ttte. nl)aJ/, .s1de, to ': do business on t he side," as
Lerner ca.me out 1to m�et, him. In- one participant put it.
stead of going for the far corner,
Administra tors are i.ome of the
Papadopoulos tried the near corner loneliest people in the world, a Midwhere the goalie had ,c ut dq;wn the western colle e dean said. "They
g
angle. The kick went , wide·_,·,
need t his respi te fro m their ca.m7
The game statistics indicate d the puses.''
eve nn ess of the play, City outshot I------------
Bridgeport 26-22. The two City I .-----------111
and Bridgeport's goalie
goalies
You're invited to
each mad e 12 saves. Bridge port
THE REPORTER
had an 8-7 edge in corner kick,s.
PRESS PARTY
. City fullback Mark Messing
Every Friday from 5 p.m. on
missed the game due to an ankle
at Cocce Press
injury. Sam Ebe l replace d him and
Barrow Street, N.Y.C.
played well.
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the o'itF,_ or, someho w, in the . midst
of a rigid, o?W1;ode?- set �f present day social ms titut10ns tied to the
nati on-state.
Unless you are both- a dete rmin 
ist and a p_essimi� t, c�taclysm ic nuclear war is not mevit able, or even
likely: But this isn't to say that
some kind of a nuclear war some
where i n the world isn't like..ly ui
the fairly near future.
Such strategists as He-!·man Kahn
(On Thermonuclear War), and
others that think about thin gs lik!l
this seem to agree that, in .any
giv�n year, there is so.1rn�thing_ like
a 2-5 p ercent probability of nuclear
,veapons use, and this figure will
ri se markedly as proliferation of
these w eapon s acce lerates in the
absence of effec tive controls.
Under these circumstances, unless you a.re ov er 60, you face a
grim and scarey future.
Fortunately, or hopef ully, to define the problem thus is to begin
to define what need to be done, to
establish the limits of the problem,
to unlock rath er than to foreclose
the future.
The very phrase "international
order and world peace " suggests a
re definition of that very difficult
concept, world peace, into the idea
of world order, which in turn suggests the reordering of our institutions so that such system malfunc
tion s as i nternational violence n6
longer occur.
War (international disorder) is
not and need not be a foregone
co nclusion. If your boilers a.re con
stantly blowing up, you don't re
sign yoursel f to i nevitabl e doom,
you design a better one.
S tudents could hardly ask for a
la rger, more challenging task
____________

JOIN THE REPORTER
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�ou'II get
more out of skiing
with

ALAD IN ��.�.��
COFFEE SHOPPE

• Sandwiches

Day or Evening Students

JOBS • NOEXP.• TO $90
Pad Time - Full Time - Weekends
Da.ys or Nltes

E9UITABLE PERSONNEL
SERVICE AGENCY
136 West 42 St.

presents

THE MODERN JAZZ QUARTET
IN CONCERT

HUNTER COLLEGE ASSEMBLY HALL, 695 PARK AVENUE, N.Y.C.

FRIDAY, NOV. 18th
AT 8:30 P.M.
TICKETS: $4.50, $3.50, $2.50

Available in the City College Store or �y Mail from

Tav Epsilon Phi Fraternity, Finley Student Center City College of New York
133rd Street & Convent Avenue, New York, N.Y.

• Combination &
Triple Decker
Sandwiches

• Platters
• Eggs & Omelettes
• Salads &

Dairy Dishes

• Desserts
• Soups
• Charcoal Broiled
Hamburgers

• Fountain Delights
150 EAST 23rd STREET
GR 5-3870-1

cornef and there 's no better way to
get s et for it than w!th SKll�G.
The new November issue gives you
the low-down on what the exper ts
re ally thi nk abou\ some o� the _lead
ing brands of skis ... provides inval
uable technique tips on the proper
use of poles ...prev iews the latest
skiwear styles ...shows why our girl
competitors are getting better and
s in
e
t .
��l �( i���: r�i��e �! Je!�:�rtsai.
ley, Cal ifornia In full color ... and lots
more .
All In the November Issue of

SKIING

JUST 60¢. ASK ABOUT THE SPECIAL
HALF-PRICE STUDENT SUBSCRIPTION
RATE-AVAILABLE THROUGH
COLLEGE BOOKSTORES.

SKIING

SKI TESTS: Hort • Knelul • Roaolgnol
S�I With Uo: France • ColWomla • Vennont
Stoln Erikson cornea to Instruction Comer

)
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CITY COLLEGE STORE

Book Clearance Sale
. Bernard Baruch: THE PUBLIC YEARS.
Baruch's memoirs covering the years be
tween his departure from Wall Street
� his post-WW II UN Atomic Energy
Commission days - absorbing portraits
ct Wilson, Clemenceau, Lloyd George,
€oolidge, Hoover, FBR, Truman, Ike
and mo�e, plus hi s own part In shaping
the Versailles Treaty, the New Deal, our
WW II de fense, and post-war atomlc,
plans. 43 1 pp; 30 photographs.
,Sale $1.00
Pub. at $6.00

MARKETING DICTIONARY. By Stanley
Strand, Valuable compi lation of m ark et
ing words and terms based on 20 ye ar s
of business scholarship ru;id experi�nc e 5,200 concise, comprehensive definit ions
for businessmen students and teachers.
8�0 pages.
Pub. at $10.00
Sale $2.98

BUSINESS PRACTICES, TRADE POSI
TI0N, AND COMPETITION. By Oswald
Knauth. 0utline of the 19th century
static theory of economics developed by
Adam Smith and David Ricardo, pr�
posing a n ew theory to fit our now
dynamic adjustment to maintain equilibrlum between the shifting 20th centu ry
ures
,
�t•e:rn:�
Sale $1.00

DE SADE: THE SELECTED WRITINGS.
Selections from. de Sad.e's writing not
readily available previou sly brought to
gether to illuminate the workings of the
mind of this oft-mi sun derstood literary
figure.
Pub. at $4.95
Sale $1.00

Bertrand Russell: HAS MAN A FUTURE?
T renchant examination 0£ man's hope for
s urvival in th e nuclear age_ - with aµ
outline of ste ps that could be taken now
to reduce world tension and liberate man
kind f rom the obsessive 'fear. crf nuclear
war.
Pub, a,t,$3.00 : ·
S�le $1.00.

DUTE:H PAINTING,, By P ete r Mitch'elL·
An exhaustive· view of th e immOrtals ·o?
:Outch' · painting: Rembrandt, Hals, ver
me'ei-, Cuyp; �egQers, · Ruisp�el at al:, and
mq11y, of th e l.e,;('er masters. 56 pp.; · 24
color plates. 10'/2'":i<l4'¼".
Pub. at $.5-0\
Sale '$L98
. ,
EAJ!.LY. CHRISTIAN . TO MEDiEVAL
PAINTING, by Carlo· Volte . The lordly
color an dectatic · spirituali ty of C hristian
i
g
11 0
u
fi ��� i!�f.:z!�i:\, �; ' �m:,;� i,i. ���;
pl'ates. 101/211�14¾,11•
:
'
P.ub. at $5.00: ., •
Sale $1.98
THE TRIAL OF THE FUTURE: Challenge .
to the. Law by• Bernard Bo tein and .. M,- A.
Gordon. With couii agend?s backlogg�.d
for month s and sometimes y�arS now·,"*"

ENGLISH PAINTING, By Michael Ki t
on & Alexandra W edgwood. The drama
f English painting f rom its earliest prom
inence and eventual decline to its b ril
liant re-emergence with Hogarth, Rey
nold s , 9"afnsborough, Blake, Turner and
� able, 56 pp.; 24 col or plates; lO½"x
u
4¾ �
:
:de����!nf;l�;- Q� f�:�£r.�rJ��: ·
Pub. at $5.0o
Sal\' $1.98 'far-reaching' 'important prOposals that
would, str�amline l eg.al processes to meet
the ever'..'fitSter moving 1changes in our ·
modern technological society.
Pub. at $3.95 ·
_Sale- $LOO

s
o

f

An Introduction to E-GYP'.l\IAN ART, by
Boris de Rachewitz. Trans. by R. B.
Boothroyd. An expert survey of Egyp
tla.n art for the- general reader by one
of Italy�s leading �rcheol9gists. 1 1 2 illus
trations, many In- FULL COLOR. 256 pp.
Special Import $3.98

_ ,
l_ _p_or_t $4_
98_
S_p_e_ci,'--aI_m
An Introduction to CHINESE ART, by -�---- llarlo Prodan. Traces the course of Chi
nese creative genius from the Chou and THE GREEN FELT JUNGLE: . The Truth
Bain dynasties to the Ming dynasty. Tech about.Las Vegas, b y Ed Reid and Ovid
niques of artists and craftsmen are vlvid_ Demari s. Carefully documented e�se
ly described, and their achievement a.s that penetrates the mi rage of "respectable
sessed against their socJal and politlca.l fwi-loving La s Vegas to ' reveal mysteri
background. 77 lllustra.tiOns, some In full ous,, unreported murders, wide�pread
prostitution, graft, syst ematic � eva 
color. 220 pp.
Specia:l Import $3.98 sion, Sinatra's sinister Sands Hotel p art
ners, the nation's top criminals �d their
e ab
todholders. M ore
o
:Sal e $1.00
g
��� �6'. �\ l:.9g
th;t� dr�� iK!t
r
0
e1
b
e
e
R
:::_ �;1, �t!;ic ��1AY!r !il� aU \\.it-���:- · �:��
ti��Jrd �a · :��sJi. J;
is})es. QJ James · Bond and all · true - Margar et hBa
rtlett Ander son. The relhark
spies, explosions, death, scientific blind abl e, intimate
story of Rob ert Frost and
man's bluff, a nation's d estiny� at stake , his life-1ong admire
disciple and fri€,nd.
-and portraits of all those involv ed £:tom Offers a warm andr, unique
view crf the
Pfc. to Nobel prize . winner . Many photo- poet's priv ate· life and thoughts.
10 photographs.
aphs.
Pub . at $6..95 '
Sales $1.00 gr
Pu_b._ _ a_t _$_5._oo
_ _ __
_
s_al_e _$_1.98
_
WORLD OF STRANGE ANIMALS by
V. J. Stane k. Amazing picture study of JUSTINE: o r the Misfortunes of Virtue,
by Marquis de Sade. The most famou s
exoti c anima ls superbly illustrat ed with
d noto rious w ork of the strangest fig:
139 pho-tographs, 15 in color. The ext ra an
re in lite rary history, conceived during
ordinary photography reve�ls fascinating u
d
Sade' s incarceration in 1778; a tale in
unknown creatures and brings exhilarat wehich
vice and evil reign supreme and
ing. freshness to familiar ones. A large, reflect th
e bizarre philosophy an d tWist ed
handsome book bound to engro ss r eade rs
s
exuality of its author.
of all ages.
Sale $1'.0Q
Spe<llal Import $3.98 Pub. at $5.00

!ito;.�.g�,111

E'AMILIAR QUOTATIONS, by. John Bart
lett. A. household · classic of quotations
by hundreds of 19th century write rs and
speakers. A facsimile of the original first
edition by Bartlett himsetef, Presenting
an enchanting reflection of American
culture.
Sale $1.00.
Pub. at $2.75
BRIDGMANS C0MPLE:TE GUIDE .TO
B
R
y
:��; � ?i,�
m�t, dol���
hensfv e life-drawing volume ever Pub�
lished, now in Its 6th prlnthJg. � com
plete anatomical. refer ence guiCJ.1�' COm
b.ining 6 welMmown Bridgman · books.
Over 1000 dl"a...w!ngs; "360 page s on fine
opaque pap er.: 91/x,fl¾",
Sale $7.98
Pub. at $1 5.oo,

t.�st?

THE IMlllORTAL GIBRAN
Kahlil Glbran: SPIRITS REBELLIOUS.
The author '·Of · "The Prophet" expresses
his lnnermo�t 'feelings In this extremely
sensitive and .never-to-be-forgotten work
on the spirit .of rebellion agains.t the
O!Jpresslon of man liy man. This ls" the
:volume .that :caused Gibran's exile from
his native la,nd.
Pub. at $2.75- •·..·
Sale $1.00

· Kahlil Glbran, THE PROCESSION. �
Intimate portrait of the world-famous
author of "The Prophet." Includes his
po�try, dra'l!"ings, facSimile and biograph
ical sketches.
.sale $1.00
Pub. at $2,75

THE MYSTERY OF THE HUMAN
DOUBLE: The Ca se for Astral Proj ection,
by the Honorable Ralph Shirely. Fore
word by Leslie Shepard. Basic source
book for those who believe aStral pro
jection possible and controllable under
certain circums.tances.
Pub . at $5.00
Sale $2.98

CHINESE ART, by Finlay MacKenzie . Il
lustrated with 48 magnificent color plates,
picture s i n the text and a map, this
handsome volume features a long intro
duct iqn, essays on bronzes, pottery, por
celain, p ainting and calligraphy, a chron
ological t.aPle' and not es on the plates.
Special Import $2.98
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Bridgeport Ends Beaver Streak;
Booters Record Eve,n at 4-4-1
By BURT BEAGLE

:Monday, November 14, 1966

O'Connell Beaten in Mets
For First Defeat of· Season

The Metropolitan Intercollegiate cross-country cham
pionship has eluded Jim O'Connell for the third straight year.

•«
------------
The Beavers greatest runner was·>beaten f or the first time this year City took' eighth. Gladstone Nichol
by ByTOn Dye� an N� sophomore. son was the top City finisher plac
It was the third ��a1ght year th�t ing eighteenth with 16:40 for three
the NCAA playoffs won its eighth•
O'Connell had firushed second m miles
game in -ten starts with one game couple of other shots were off the 16 and he sent a line drive off the 1:ace. The race was held ElecThis afternoon O'Connell deleft. The Knights two loss�s have target.
tion Day at Van (!01tlandt Park.
Le1ner's hands int o the goal.
fended his IC4A college division
been by 2-1 scores to LIU m overa
a
a!
City missed a golden opportunity
Bridgeport made it 2-0 at 2:50
'
;
champi
onship at VanCortlandPark.
time and Springfield.
of the fourth period on a com- to tie the game with five minutes Ci: �::! ��y; �;lie
For the fou1th straight game bination of hustle and sloppy de left. Rhoden found Andre Papa meet, ran away with the team
City goalie Dave Benishai went un- fense by City. Altan Mubeyan car dopoulos ,vith a lead pass. As he championship. The Jaspers totaled
(Continued on Page 6)
38 points t o runner-up NYU's 78.
scored upon. Unfortunately he ried deep into the corner and shot
City finished seventh with 195
wasn't in the nets when Bridge- in front of the net. There were '------------point trailing also Fordham, St.
several City defenders there, but
1
port scored both of its goals.
John's, Seton Hall, Rutgers and
Benishai jumped up to m ake a they could not f�d the handle of
Iona.
ok
o
d
t
a
Paul
ball.
D1ckeman
the
catch early in the second period
The Baruch Evening Session
Dyce, who had been beaten by
and when he came down he landed City College
Bridgeport
O'Connell two weeks plior to the basketball team will continue work
G
Lerner
heavily on his hip. He was through Benlshai
o
uts
Friday night in Hansen Hall
Reiss
meet, ran 25:18 to edge O'Connell
RFB
for the game. Reserve goalie Arnie Jonke
LFB
Ciklgil
Ebel
Jim O'Connell broke his own by thre seconds. The time was 68 at 7. Last Friday the team scrim
RHB
Kline
Wilenski
Kronick replaced him.
m
a
ged
the City JV.
Gray City College record for the only seconds better than his best pre
CHB
Morar
LHB
Goddard bright sport in the Beavers double vious time.
Coach George Wolfe currently is
Ferrari
Knights Take Lead
Altan
OR
Nigro
c
o
unting
on six players to carry
Veraille loss to M anhattan and Temple at
IR
Alex Popovich put Bridgeport Rhoden
Down To The Wire
CF:'
Dickeman Va n Cortlandt Park, Nov. 5.
the load this season. At center is
ahead 1-0 at 14:26 of the second Fraga
The race wasn't decided until the Arm ando Alamo or Mike Dercau
IL
Popovich
Papadopoulos
McKee
OL
O'Connell covered the five-mile final f orty yards. O'Connell had
period. Bob Tieboudeu intercepted Goldman
Substitutes: City - Colella, Kronlck.
tan. Up front a.re George Ander
a Beaver passout and fed to Popo  Bridgeport - Tlboudeu, Nickerfor, Ricci, course in 25:12.3 breaking the rec led virtually the entire race, but
son and Bob Ressler. Jerry ·Cohen
ord of 25:18 he set last year in the Dyce
vich who was all alone on the 18- Lawrence.
was always within close and Larry Williams handled the
1-1
City
College
Met Intercollegiates.
yard line. Popovich sent a low hard
range. Down the backstretch it was
1-2
However he was the only City Dyce's superior speed that enabled backcourt.
shot which found the nets. It was Bridgeport
The scoring:
There are still openings avail
runner to finish in the top 18 as him to pull out in front at the end.
his ninth of the year in eighth Second period:
able on the team. Candidates should
14:26 City bowed by identical 20-43
I-Popovich (B) (Tiboudeu)
games. The shot was almost iden Fourth
George Sheehan of Manhattan arrange ·with the school medical
period:
tical with the one he scored in the 2-Dickeman (B) (unassisted)
2:50 scores to M anhattan and· Temple. ran third in 25:51 and teammate
(C) (Rhoden)
12:20 Abe Assa the Beavers number two
second period a year ago when 3--Ferrarl
Brian Kivlan was fourth with 26:01. office to take a physical examina
Shots: City 26, Bridgeport 22
Bridgepo1t stopped City 2-0.
Saves: Benlshai 4, Kronick 8, Lerner 12 runner didn't compete.
Bruce Selman and George Wisniew tion and then repo1t to the gym on
Corner
Kicks:
City
7,
Bridgeport
8
O'Connell
In the second half City began to
finished almost a ski of NYU took fifth and sixth. F1·iday night.
press B1·idgepo1t more in the ag vantage of the confusion to move minute faster than Temple's Wil Jim Michelini, M anhattan; Jim
MET CONFERENCE
gressively played game. Ferrari int o the area. He m anaged to give liam Mahoney who took second in Ryan, ·Rutgers; Tom Mulligan, St.
W
L
T
p
h ad a good shot carry over the net the ball a nudge and it trickled 26:11.
7
0
14
John's and Jim Corry, Manhattan LIU
0
NYU
5
1
0
10
and then h ad a three yarder off a over the goal-line.
completed the top ten.
Manhattan Top Team
Queens
4
2
0
8
corner kick go directly at goalie
City College
3
2
1
7.
Manhattan, 1·anked as the top
Frash Place Eighth
Pratt
3
2
1
7
City Keeps HUBtling
Lan-y Lerner.
team in the Met area, then took
In the freshman race St. John's C. W. Post
I
5
0
2
Halfbacks Jack Gray and Tie
0
Down 200 City didn't give up. It
5
0
0
(Continued on Page 7)
beat M anhattan for the team title. Adelphi
Brooklyn
0
6
0
0
boudeu dropped back to cover the put up its best sustained offense
area in front of the nets when in many games. City's aggressive
ever City threatened and they ness finally got it a goal. Everett
broke up m any offensive plays.
Rhoden centered a corner kick.
Bridgeport had its oppo1tunities Bridgeport cleared the ball to a
to o with Popovich booming a shot halfback in the corner, but Rhoden
over the net from an indirect kick hustled pass the defender to cut
play from 10 yards at an angle. A off the pass. He fed to Ferrari at

City's three-game winning streak and shutout streak came to an end Election Day
when the University of Bridgeport edged the Beavers 2-1 at Lewisohn Stadium.
The loss evened City's record at 4-4-1 with one game left. Bridgeport making a bid for

��!�

Baruch Cag,ers
Work 0ut Fri1day

Man., Temp/e
Best Runners

City Outclasses Adelphi, 4-0;
Third Shut Out for Benishai
By ARTHUR L AMBERT

Under the leadership of goalie David Benishai, the
Beavers gained their third consecutive shutout victory of
the season by defeating Adelphi University 4-0, in a Met
Conference game at Lewisohn Stadium, Nov. 5.

Andre P a p a d o p o u l o s scored•
twice unassisted while Steve Goldman registered two goals with the
assistance of Santiago Ferrari and
Papadopoulos. The Beavers attempted forty-six shots while allowing their opponents only one in
each period of play.
In the second period, after fourteen minutes of play, Papadopoulos
stole the ball from Adelphi and
kicked it into the net, scoring the
Beavers' first goal. With less than
five minutes remaining in the third
0
ado ou
� a/�h o fu ��:. n �::::: t��
second goal for City.
Goldman Scores Again
G oldman tallied the third go al
less than two minutes later after
receiving a pass from Ferrari. With
only fifteen seconds left in the
period, Papadopoulos scored go al
number four after the ball was de
flected o ff the foot of a n Adelphi
player.
The Beavers were able to keep
the Panthers off balru1ce with con
stant pressure both offensively and
defensively. The victory brought
City's record to 4-3-1 overall and
3-2-1 in Met Conference play.
Earlier in the clay, the freshmen
picked u p their second win, de
feating Aclelphi's freshmen, 2-0.
City Coach Les Solney noted half
back Mike DiBon o "is in fine con
dition and is doing a great job."
He al o stated that "with the pro 
gress that the team i making,
C NY bovs sh ould win the last two
games of the season against Co
lumbia University and Queens Col
lege."

b�\�

w·

c·,ty Fros h
1n
h
h
T ree traig t

s

The freshman soccer team won
its last three games and is in a
positi on to finish with its first
winning season in m any ye ars.
The Beaver Cubs have a 3-2-1
record. After tieing NYU 1-1 a nd
losing to Pratt 4-2 and LIU, 3-0,
they began to click.
A fourth qua1ter goal gave them
a 3-2 win over Hofstra. Then came
a 2-0 shutout against Adelphi. In
the season's finale against Colum
bia on Election day, City trailed
1-0 going into the final four min
utes. Izak Rosenberg came up with
tw o goals and the Beavers pulled
o ut the game 2-1.
Rosenberg is high scorer with
five goals. Mike DiBono has two,
Peter Vainius David Spear and
one each.
Demetri
The Beavers defense was built
around center-halfback Mark Skrz
pczak and goalie Nick Mychajluk.
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Adelphi Unlvc.rslty
City College
The scoring:
'coond period:
Papadopoulos (CJ (Unassisted)

0-0
0-4

Goldman (C) ( Papadopoulos)
Goldman (Cl (Ferrari)
Papadopoulos (C) (Unassisted)
ShO'ts: City 46, Adelphi 4
Corner Kicks: City 4. Adelphl 3.

17:40
19:30
21:45

Third period:

14:12

"
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Free yourself from shaving's tyranny with .the new
Norelco Tripleheader Speedshaver 35T. It has more
features than any other shaver on the market. 18 rotary
blades whip away whiskers at 77 miles an hour! And
so close, we dare to match shaves with a blade. Yet
comfo-rtable. Rotary blades and very thin Microgroove
floating heads can't nick or cut. With pop-up trimmer,
on/ off switch, 110/220 volts and coil cord, this new
Norelco gives you all you need to ban the beard!

Eyes nght for lhe economicolly
priced '.Flip-Top' Speedshover" 20. Two heods
g,ve you the lomous rotory btode shove.
Eosy flop-top cleoning too.

#o,eko®the fast, close, comfortable electric s/J<Jve
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